All Australian 15 Years & Under

Back Row: Kieran Malone (VIC M), Aaron Francis (SA), Gregory Clark (WA), Timothy Coenen (NSW), Tyler Vujanic (VIC M), Aidyn Johnson (VIC C), Sam Aekaw (ACT)

Middle Row: Luke Soulis (National Secretary), Nicholas O’Kearney (VIC M), Ethan Burnett (WA), Jacob Hopper (NSW), Theo Thompson (VIC M), Jock Cornell (NSW), Jordan Matera (VIC M), Callum Mills (NSW), Jack Spencer (Umpire)

Front Row: Vincent Rocca (SA), Corey Wagner (QLD), Sam Godden (NT), Rhys Mathieson (VIC C), Josh Dunkley (VIC C), Jamieson Sheahan (VIC C), Darcy Parish (VIC C), Sam Cappina (SA)